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CHAPTER bIII 

RESEARCH bMETHOD 

A. Research bDesign 

The bapproach bof bthis bresearch bis bqualitative. bThe bresearch bfocus bon bthe 

btopic bof bA bCase bStudy bof bEnglish bLearning bIssues bAmid bPandemic. bAn 

bapproach bis bappropriate bto bknow bEnglish bLearning b bIssues. b bIt btries bto bexplore 

bthe btopic bby banswering bthree bresearch bquestion. bThe bdata bwere bcollected bby 

binterview band bdocumentation, band bthen bthe bdata bwas banalyzed bto bget 

binformation. 

A bqualitative bresearch bmethod bis bused bto bprovide baccurate binformation 

bor blinkages bbetween bvarious bphenomena bin ban bactual band bregular bmanner. 

bSugiyono b(2010). bApproach bfor bthis bresearch bwas bstudy bcase. bJohn bW. 

bCreswell b(2007) bStated bthat bThe bcase bstudy bis ba bresearch bstrategy bwhich 

bincluded bresearchers binvestigated bcarefully ba bprogram, bevent, bactivity, 

bprocess, bor bgroup bof bindividuals. bThe bcases bare blimited bby btime band bactivity, 

band bresearchers bgather bcomplete binformation busing ba bvariety bof bdata bcollection 

bprocedures bbased bon ba bpredetermined btime”. 
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B. Research bSetting 

The bresearch bconducted bon b2021, bin bMA bIrtiqaiyah. bit bis blocated bat 

bPemurus bstreet, bPemurus bDalam balley bNo.4A b,sub-district bSouth bBanjarmasin, 

bBanjarmasin bcity, bSouth bKalimantan, bpost bcode b70248. bThe breason bthe 

bresearcher bchooses bthe blocation bis because researchers come from the region 

or area and know enough about the condition of educational development in 

the area that is the research objective and because of the problems faced by 

the students and teachers at the school, regarding learning issues amid 

pandemic, so that researchers were interested in conducting research in this 

school. 

C. Participant band bObject bof bThe bResearch 

1. Participant bof bResearch 

The bsubject bof bthis bresearch bis bEnglish bTeacher band bStudents bat b12nd bgrade 

bat bMA bIrtiqaiyah. b 

2. Object bof bResearch 

The bobject bof bthis bresearch bis bEnglish bLearning bIssues bAmid b bPandemic band 

bthe breason bwhy bits bhappen. 
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D. Data 

The bdata bin bthis bresearch bare bdata babout bwhat bthe bstudents’ blearning bissues, 

bwhy bthat bhappen band bthe bteacher’s bview babout blearning bissues bin bthe bEnglish 

bonline blearning bin bthe bmidst bof bthe bpandemic bat bMA bIrtiqaiyah. b 

E. Technique bof bData bCollection 

The bprocedures bof bdata bcollection bin bthis bresearch, bsuch bas b: 

1. Interview b 

According bto bSugiyono b(2013) bthat b b b“interview bis ba bmeeting bof btwo 

bpeople bto bexchange binformation band bideas bthrough bquestion band banswer, bso 

bthat bmeaning bcan bbe bconstructed bon ba bparticular btopic” b. bIn bthis bresearch, 

bthe bresearcher binterviewed b7 bstudents band bthe bEnglish bTeacher bat bMA 

bIrtiqaiyah babout bLearning bIssues bin bEnglish bLearning bamids bPandemic. 

F. Data bAnalysis 

According bto bSugiyono b(2010), bstated bthat bthe bactivities bin bqualitative 

bdata banalysis bwere bcarried bout binteractively band bcontinued bcontinuously buntil 

bthe bdata bwas bsaturated. bActivity bin bdata banalysis, bnamely bdata breduction, bdata 

bdisplay, band bconclusion bdrawing/verification. b bAnd baccording bto bSugiyono 

b(2013) bThe bProcedures bfor banalyzing bdescriptive bqualitative bresearch bdata 

brefer bto bthe bfollowing bsteps:  
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According bto bSugiyono b(2013) bThe bProcedures bfor banalyzing 

bdescriptive bqualitative bresearch bdata brefer bto bthe bfollowing bsteps: 

1. Data bReduction 

Data breduction bis bthe bprocess bof bselecting, bsimplifying, babstracting, 

bfocusing bon bconverting brough bdata binto bfield bnotes. bThus, bthe bdata bthat bhas 

bbeen breduced bwill bprovide ba bclear bpicture band bmake bit beasier bfor 

bresearchers bto bcarry bout bfurther bdata bcollection, band blook bfor bit bif bneeded 

b(Sugiyono, 2010). b 

In bthis bresearch, bresearcher bselected bthe bdata bfrom binterview. bNext, bthe 

bresearcher bsimplifyed bthe bdata. bAfter bthat, babstracted band bconverted bbased 

bon bthe bfocus bof bthe bresearch babout bstudents blearning bissues bin benglish 

blearning bamid bpandemic bat bMA bIrtiqaiyah. 

2. Data bDisplay 

In bqualitative bresearch, bthe bpresentation bof bdata bcan bbe bdone bin bthe 

bform bof bbrief bdescriptions, bcharts, brelationships bbetween bcategories band 

bthe blike. bThe bdisplaying bof bdata bcan bbe bdone bin bthe bform bof bbrief 

bdescriptions, bcharts, brelationships bbetween bcategories, bflowchart, band bthe 

blike (Sugiyono, 2010). b 

In bthis bresearch, bresearcher bdisplayed bthe bdata bfrom breduction bwith 

bsome btable, band bnarative, bit borganized bthe bdata band bmake brelations 
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bbetween bcategories babout bstudents blearning bissues bin benglish blearning 

bamid bpandemic bat bMA bIrtiqaiyah. b 

3. Conclusion bDrawing/Verification 

The bconclusion bin bthe bqualitative bresearch bthat bis bexpected bis ba bnew 

bfinding bthat bnever bexisted bbefore. bFindings bcan bbe bdescription bor 

bdescription bof ban bobject bthat bwas bpreviously bstill bdim bor bdark bso bthat bafter 

bbeing bexamined bit bbecomes bclear, bit bcan bbe ba bcasual bor binteractive 

brelationship, bhypothesis bor btheory b(Sugiyono, 2010). bAnd bData 

bverification bis ban bexplanation bof bthe bmeaning bof bthe bdata bin ba 

bconfiguration bthat bshows bits bcasual bflow bso bthat bthe bproportions bcan bbe 

bproposed babout bstudents blearning bissues bin benglish blearning bamid 

bpandemic bat bMA bIrtiqaiyah. b 

  


